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DD.com's Stars of NFL EUrope - 2005

Players that proved their worth in Old Europe, Can it transfer in the new world? 

by riggins44 & Bitonti
last updated: 06/17/05

NFL EUROPE DEFENSIVE MVP 

LB~ Rich Scanlon ~ Kansas City Chiefs ~ Was totally dominant for Berlin this recently 
completed season. May have had the best season in the short history of NFLe for a 
defender, racking up a league high 105 total tackles (75 solo). Also had 3 sacks, 3 
interceptions and 6 PD's, showing he could rush the QB and drop back into coverage a 
bit. 

Scanlon was the MVP of Blue Gray All-Star game as a senior and ranked among Gil 
Brandt's top 10 LB's prior to the 2004 draft. Suprisingly he wasn't drafted, despite 
running a 4.54 in the 40-yard dash prior to the 2004 draft. Scanlon caught the eye of 
Chiefs head coach Dick Vermeil and made the K.C. roster in the 2nd half of last season. 
Trying to follow in the footsteps of Chiefs LB Mike Maslowski, who used Europe 
(Barcelona) as a springboard to the NFL in 1999. If Kendrell Bell plays OLB, Scanlon 
could battle rookie Boomer Grigsby and disappointing veteran Kawika Mitchell for the 
Chiefs starting MLB spot. 
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NFL EUROPE DEFENSIVE MVP "RUNNERS-UP"

FS~ Scott Connot ~ Kansas City Chiefs ~ Connot led the World Champion Admirals 
defense with 73 tackles (63 solo). He also added 4 interception and 11 PD's--a strong total 
for a safety, in only 11 games. He showed he can play the run, as well as drop back into 
coverage in Europe. Also played on special teams for the Admirals (added ST 7 tackles) 

Connot, who played at tiny South Dakota State, is a 6'3", 210-pound safety. He ran a 4.48 
in the 40 yard dash and displayed a 40" vertical prior to the 2004 draft at a Pro Day 
workout, which got the attention of NFL scouts. Wasn't drafted, but was signed by the 
Chiefs. After an impressive pre-season, Connot made the Chiefs practice squad and was 
eventually signed to their 53 man roster in December. He played in 2 games for K.C, 
mostly on special teams. Big safety, who has nice size and speed and can really hit. May 
even project as an OLB if he can gain weight. 

CB~ B.J Tucker ~ Seattle Seahawks ~Not too many CB's with NFLe experience are on 
NFL rosters. Undoubtedly, along with running back and offensive tackle, CB is on the 
one toughest positons to find quality players in NFLe. With that it mind, we put forth B.J 
Tucker, who just led the Amsterdam Admirals secondary with 5 Int's (2 TD's) and 11 
PBU's. Tucker, a former 6th round pick by the Dallas Cowboys, has spent time on NFL 
practice squads in his 2 pro seasons, but has yet to make a roster. 

Tucker intrigues us due to his physical skills and lack of experience, which got a boost in 
Europe. He's 5'11" and has reported 4.34 speed in the 40--the reason Dallas drafted him. 
Tucker was born in West Africa and only took up the game of football in his teens. This 
former track star is so inexperienced in football, that he didn't even start until his final 
college season at Wisconsin. He's a slight long shot to make the Seahawks roster, even 
after a fine NFLe season in Holland, but at least he fits the mold of players we think can 
do well: great physical skills, but need more game time to develop their skills...Once 
faced deportation from the U.S due to immimragtion status (student Visa expired), so 
making an NFL roster would help him gain a coveted P-1 Visa. 

NFL EUROPE OFFENSIVE MVP 

QB ~ Dave Ragone ~ Houston ~ Led Berlin to a World Bowl berth and won NFLe MVP 
honors. Completed 188 of his 291 attempts, for 2,038 yards and 16 TD's (only 2 Int's). 
Showed tremendous accuracy, leadership and decent mobilty for the Berlin Thunder. 
Even if he never starts in Houston due to presence of David Carr, he got to display his 
skills to the other NFL teams. 

One of the highest rated prospects ever allocated to NFLe. Former 3rd round pick, stuck 
behind talented young QB David Carr. Has seen limited playing time in his 2 NFL 
seasons. Left-handed QB out of Louisville with a fine arm and excellent leadership skills. 
Was a high school teammate of fellow NFLe QB Tom Arth of the Colts. Ragone's presence 
forced the younger Arth to play WR in high school. 
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NFL EUROPE OFFENSIVE MVP "RUNNER-UP"

WR ~ Ruvell Martin ~ San Diego Chargers ~ 6'4", 215 pound WR, who had 40 receptions 
for 751 yards and 13 TD's in 11 games for the World Bowl champion Admirals this season. 
Former Saginaw Valley State star was signed by the Chargers after he went undrafted in 
2004. 

Martin is a tall WR, who doesn't seem to have the type of top line speed NFL teams are 
looking for as a starter. Nontheless, showed he was force to reckon with in the Redzone 
in NFLe, snaring 13 TD's in 11 games and could project as 3rd or 4th WR at the next level, 
given a chance.....The ultimate NFLe "playmaker", has excellent leaping ability and solid 
hands......After the great NFLe season Martin just had, you'd think he'd have a great shot 
to make the Chargers roster, but with at least 6 WR's ahead of him on the depth chart 
right now (including 3 as tall as Martin at 6'4"), he's got a tough task ahead of him. Good 
NFLe player, but making the Chargers will be real tough. 

Honorable Mentions: 

WR ~ Aaron Boone ~ Carolina Panthers ~ Led NFLe in both receptions (51) and special 
teams tackles (14), while playing for the Berlin Thunder....The special teams ability could 
be the key factor in his attempt to make the Panthers roster....Has decent receiving skills, 
but at 27 years old, he really needs to make the NFL soon. 

WR ~ John Booth ~ Kansas City Chiefs ~ One of the truely great stories in NFLe. 
Following the 2004 draft, Booth showed up for an open try-out with the Chiefs as a QB 
from tiny Mid American Nazarene. He failed to impress as a QB, but amazingly got a free 
agent deal as a WR....Just making the Chiefs practice squad was a major upset for Booth, 
who had never played WR....Had 4 receptions for 103 yards in the World Bowl. For the 
season, had 25 catches for 451 yards (18 yard average). Not bad for a kid who never 
played WR....Will have a tough time making K.C's 53 man roster, but he's got something 
(speed, hands and toughness) and could be a factor down the line somewhere. 

TE~ Bobby Blizzard ~ Arizona Cardinals ~ Former High school superstar, who never 
quite had the career expected of him at Kentucky or North Carolina. Went undrafted in 
2004, but signed with Pittsburgh, then spent 2004 season on Arizona's practice squad....
Had 34 catches for 335 yards and 2 TD's for Hamburg....Considering the Cardinals lack 
of depth at TE, the 6'3', 272 pounder has an excellent shot to make the team and 
contribute. 
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DE~ Isaac Hilton ~ Carolina Panthers ~ N.Y Giants 7th round pick in 2004. The 6'3", 251 
pound DE turned heads in the draft world when he ran a 4.49 40 prior to the 2004 
draft....Had decent season in NFLe, collecting 17 tackles and 5 sacks for Berlin....
Considered to be sort of a "tweener", as he needs more bulk to play DE. May be best 
suited in a 3-4 scheme.....Is only 24 years old. Panthers have only 6 DE's on their roster 
(he's #6 right now), so he has a chance to stick around in some form. A Draftdaddy 
favorite for not leaving the weigh-in line at the combine, choosing instead to pee himself. 
That's the level of committment we're talking about, baby! 

DT ~ Tim McGill ~ New York Jets ~ 330 pound plugger has come a long way, through 3 
years of AFL and a year on the Jets practice squad. However with the Jets losing DT 
Jason Fergeson there is a real need for bulk on the line to protect their young star MLB 
Jon Vilma from the blocks of offensive linemen. In NFL Europe, McGill showcased his 
run-stopping abilities enough to claim all-NFLe honors. His ability to plug gaps and take 
out the ball carrier, behind the line at times, was a departure from his reputation as a 
pass rushing specialist at Illinois. If this player can flash in training camp, he could make 
himself uncuttable to the Jets, or he could get scooped from their practice squad based 
on upside potential. One to watch as he finally is getting his shot at the big-time. 

DT ~ Aaron Hunt ~ Denver Broncos ~ Former 6th round draft pick out of Texas Tech is a 
converted DE with speed to spare. This attribute was best displayed in a game against 
NFLe champion Amsterdam, when Hunt burst through the line, blocked the field goal, 
picked it up himself in stride and rumbled 80+ yards for the score. More impressive then 
the feat was the way he accomplished it, as this was not some tragic lumber of a big man 
that just happened to get lucky. No, this was a blazing charge down the field where 
Hunt's 4.79 combine speed was on full display. Needless to say this All-NFLe selection 
boasts unique size/speed ratio, and could make a real impact once Shanahan realizes 
how horrible the Cleveland defensive line is. Holds the all-time Big 12 sack record.
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PK ~ Todd France ~ Tampa Bay Buccaneers ~ Best kicker in NFLe, which is league noted 
for producing solid kickers. When Tampa Bay missed out on star kicker Mike Nugent in 
the most recent draft, France got huge break--he'll battle Matt Bryant for Bucs PK job....
France, who has a powerful leg, hit only 24 of 34 field goal attempts for Hamburg, but 6 
of those misses were from beyond 40 yards.....Had a 54 yarder (best in the league) and 
connected on all 17 of his extra point attempts....Probably a 50% chance of making the 
Bucs roster. More on France from Bucs.com
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